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Abstract
Terje Skjerpen and Anders Rygh Swensen
Forecasting Manufacturing Investment Using Survey Information
Reports 97/3 • Statistics Norway 1997
Forecasting of realized investments in the Norwegian manufacturing sector are conducted utilizing survey data. The
first time realized investments for an arbitrary year is forecasted in the second quarter in the year preceding the
investment year. One has then just obtained the first preliminary estimate from the survey. New preliminary estimates
are obtained through the next six quarters and the forecasts for final investment are accordingly updated at these
stages. Different forecasting methods/models are compared with regard to the precision of forecasts using criteria
which are relative versions of the wellknown RMSE and MAPE measures. It turns out that some of the simpler
methods/models outperform the more complicated ones.
Keywords: Forecasting, investment.
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1. Introduction*
The aim of this paper is to find «optimal» forecasting
models/methods for total investment in the manu-
facturing sector using data from the quarterly
investment survey which is conducted by Statistics
Norway. Investment in the manufacturing sector is an
important macroeconomic variable which is hard to
forecast and survey information may be an important
data source and supplement toother data. The
Norwegian investment survey contains seven
preliminary estimates for the value of the investments
in a given year together with the realized investments.
Formally we will treat this as eight different variables.
It should be emphasized that all the eight variables are
given in nominal terms. An analysis in real terms
requires that the investment survey data are combined
with other data sources.
Final investments are forecasted at seven different
stages. At the three first stages we are in the year
before the investment year and at the four last stages
we are in the investment year. The first preliminary
estimates are more imprecise than the latter ones and
besides they indicate a systematic underpredicition.
Thus to obtain «optimal» forecasts at the early stages it
is important to correct for this bias. At the end of the
year preceding the investment year the firms are
setting up their budgets and as a result of this the
preliminary estimates given in the investment year
itself are of a much better quality.
Altogether we consider 13 models/methods for fore-
casting of realized investments. These are labelled
alphabetically from A to M. Some of these methods
have been used for a long while and are very easy to
implement whereas others to our knowledge has not
been applied before, at any rate not on Norwegian
data. Some of the methods are partial in the sense that
they only utilize information from some of the surveys,
while in others we use all surveys given that they are
available. A second distinction is whether the forecast
is based on an explicit parametric model or not. For
The authors would like to thank Torbjørn Eika for comments and
Marit Vågdal for the final typing of the report. The authors are
solely responsible for any remaining errors or weaknesses.
the first two models, i.e. A and B, no explicit model is
assumed. A third distinction is whether one allows for
time varying parameters or not. In the methods
labelled E and J we allow the constant terms to
develop according to random walk processes. A third
way to distinguish between the models is whether we
assume a data generating process for realized
investment itself or not. For instance in our two
methods based on VAR-modelling, which we have
labelled method L and M, realized investment is
treated symmetrically with the preliminary estimates.
Another example is the methods labelled J and K.
These methods typically pool information from the
surveys with information from an ARIMA-model of
realized investments. For the pooling of the different
forecasts we use the Kalman filter, which is known to
be well suited for such a task.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Since the
design of the data is a very important feature for this
empirical analysis we give a description of the data
already in the next section. In section 3 we make an
overview of the different methods/models which we
are applying for forecasting purposes. In order to
compare the forecasting capabilities of the different
methods we make, in section 4, use of two criterions
which are relative versions of RMSE (Root Mean
Square Errors) and MAPE (Mean Average Prediction
Errors). The conclusions are presented in section 4.
The main empirical result of this paper is that some of
the simplest methods performs rather well compared
to more complicated ones. Besides we find it hard to
improve on the preliminary estimates obtained from
the surveys in the investment year.
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2. Data
The data from the investment survey consists of eight
variables. Let the variable Yt denote final investment
for the calendar year t. Values on this variable are
obtained in the first quarter in the year succeeding
year t. Before this point of time seven preliminary
estimates are supplied by the firms. The three first
preliminary estimates are obtained in the year
preceding the investment year. The preliminary
estimates obtained in the second, third and fourth
quarter of year t-1 are labelled Y1,„ Y2 t and Y3,t
respectively. During the investment year four new
estimates of the investment for year t become
available, one in each quarter. Values for these
variables are labelled Y,,t,	 Y6,t and Y,,t respectively.
The values Y,,t, Y6,t and Y.,,t can be viewed as beeing
the sum of two components, i.e. realized investments
for the first part of the year and an estimate of the
investment for the remaining part of the year. Another
way of looking at the data which may be more fruitful
from a time series analysis point of view is to focus on
which values of the variables that become available
through an arbitrary calendar year. During year t one
obtains (-1, Y4,), CY5,t Nt+1), 0176,t5Y2,t+1) and
(117,t,Y3,t+i) in the first, second, third and fourth quarter
respectively. This way of structuring the data is utiliz-
ed in some of our forecasting methods. The historical
time series for the eight series are reported in table 3
in Appendix A and in figures la and lb. More data is
now available, but an extension of the data set to
cover the last observations requires that definitional
changes has to be dealt with. From the second quarter
of 1996 the data are published according to the new
Standard of Industrial Classification (cf Statistics
Norway (1994)). However for the aggregate
manufactural sector these problems are not very
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1) Y, : Preliminary estimate of investments given in May in the year preceding the investment year
Y, : Preliminary estimate of investments given in August in the year preceding the investment year
Y, : Preliminary estimate of investments given in November in the year preceding the investment year
Y : Realized investments from February the year succeeding the investment year




Figure la. Preliminary estimates of investments and realized investments in the manufacturing sector'. Milliard Norwegian kroner
1) y Preliminary estimate of investments given in February in the year preceding the investment year
Y, : Preliminary estimate of investments given in May in the investment year
Y, : Preliminary estimate of investments given in August in the investment year
Y, : Preliminary estimate of investments given in November in the investment year
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3. Some forecasting models for final
investments in the manufacturing
sectors
METHOD A: Direct use of the investment
surveys
If we generally adopt the convention that i7tN denotes




Ali = YJ,t j = 1).••,7.
The subscript of the variable at the left hand side
indicates that the forecast of Y, is not based on
information later than at the time of the j
measurement of investments in year t. Of course one
cannot expect this method to do well under the
«forecast competion» since no correction is made for
systematic measurement errors which evidently are
present in the data, but it serves as a natural reference
for the other forecasting methods.
METHOD B: The «English method»
This method is not based on an explicit model and is
therefore somewhat ad hoc. The main assumption is
that the growth in final investment equals the growth
in the preliminary measurements. This method utilizes
only recent data and thus do not rely upon a stable
relation lasting over time.
The forecasting equations may be written as:
The reason that the equations are unequal for j=1,...,3
and j =4,...,7 is the following:
Let us take j=1 as the point of departure and that the
period of observation for instance is the second
quarter of 1994. In this quarter we receive the first
measurement of the investments for 1995. The latest
available observation of final investments is for 1993.
Thus in order to use the «English method» one has to
look at changes over two years. This is also valid for
j =2 and j=3. The fourth measurement of the
investments in 1995 is obtained in the first quarter of
1995, but now the final investments for 1994 have
become known and one can therefore switch over to
use changes over one year. The same is also valid
when j=5, 6 and 7.
METHOD C: Ordinary least squares in levels
(one regressor)
In a way this method is closely related to method A
since it seeks to correct for the systematic
measurement errors in the preliminary estimates of
final investments. This method is based on regressions
between final investments and preliminary estimates.
The regression equations are given by:
(3.3)	 Yt = ki + 1 1Y , + vi,t; i = 1, ,7; t = 1975, ... ,S,
where ki and 1 are unknown parameters and vit is an
error term. The relations contained in (3.3) are
estimated by ordinary least squares. Final investments
can now be forecasted by using the OLS-predictors of
Yt. Assume that we are in the second quarter of
calendar year T which implies that Y1 T+1 is observed.
The last observed value of Yt is	 Which became
available in the preceding quarter. Thus (3.3) with
i=1 may now be estimated by OLS by using data up to
(YT-1,Y1T-1) • The predictor of YT+1 is accordingly based
on using these estimates together with Y1 ,T+1 • In the
third and fourth quarter of calendar year T we are
making analogous forecast of YT+1, but using Y2 and;
as regressors instead of Y1 in the third and fourth
quarter respectively. When we arrive at the first
quarter of calendar year T+1, YT has become available
and the coefficients k, and l„ may therefore be esti-
mated on data up to (NT,Y4T), but otherwise the proce-
dure is analog to those utilized for the three preceding
quarters. For the three remaining quarters of the
calendar year T+1 the predictions of YT+1 are based on
10
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using Y5, Y6 and Y, as regressors in the second, third
and fourth quarter respectively.
METHOD D: Ordinary least squares in ratios
(one regressor)
Forecast methods based on regressions on relative
form have also been considered. As was the case for
method C, method D is only utilizing one regressor.
This variable is the ratio between the most recent
observed variable and the same variable lagged one
period. The following type of regressions are estimated
by ordinary least squares.
(3.4)
Y 	 .
	 =rk• +rl. 	 ' +rv• ,i=1,...,7;t=1976,...,S.
Yt-1 "
In equation (3.4) rki and rli are unknown coefficients
to be estimated, whereas rv, denotes an error term.
In the presence of the lagged variable t now begin in
1976. Based on (3.4) we employ the following
predictors for final investments
(3.5) Ii7D 	
-
— rki + rli 	't  y =	 7• • • , •
In equation (3.5) a bar denotes an OLS-estimate. In.
order to forecast ; we use data ending in period (T-
2), when j 5_ 3, to estimate the coefficients in (3.4).
When j 4 we use data up to and included	 in
order to estimate the coefficients. This is parallell to
what is done under method C.
METHOD E: Linear model in levels with a time.
varying constant term
This method can be viewed as a sophistication of the
one presented under method C. The following model
is now being assumed:
(3.6a) Y, =	 + g1Y1 + Tli ,t ; i = 1,...,7; t = 1975,...,S
and
(3.6b)	 =	 + Ki,,; i = 1,...,7; t = 1975,...,S.
The difference between model C and model E is that
that we in the latter allows the constant terms in
equation (3.3) to develop according to random walk
processes. For the disturbances terms in (3.6a) and
(3.6b) we now state the following assumptions:
(3.7a)	 =	 ); i = 1,...,7; t = 1975,...,S,
and
(3.7c) E(ni,,xj,․ ) = 0; i , j = 1,...,7; t,s = 1975,...,5.
The time-varying parameter model defined by (3.6a)-
(3.6b) and (3.7a)-(3.7c) may be estimated by
maximum likelihood utilizing the state space form and
the prediction error decomposition. The computer
programme STAMP 5.0 (cf. Koopman et al. (1995))
has been utilized for this purpose. Let us again assume
that the period of time is the second quarter of
calendar year T and that we are interested in
forecasting YT+1 • As for model C we utilize data for Y,
and Ylt up to ('T1, Y1,T- 1) • From maximum likelihood
estimation and component extraction we obtain an
estimate of g1 and an estimate of fl , (for all t5.T-1).
Since fi , follows a random walk process the optimal
forecast of 4+1 is the estimate of 4_1 • Thus the
prediction equation for Yr+1 will depend on the
estimate of gl and f1 ''m	 Ofusing data up to - T-1, Y1,T4)
J- 1and Y1 • Except that one have to take account of the
random parameter feature the update of the forecast
in the six next quarters is analogous to what was
described for model C. If a2i = 0 for all i=1,...,7 we
are back to model C again.
METHOD F: Ordinary least squares using levels
(several regressors)
One characteristic of the forecasting methods A, B and
C is that eventual additional information in the
previous surveys are disregarded. Only information for
the variable most recently observed is utilized.
In forecasting method F we instead utilize the «accu-
mulative» information. This means that the number of
regressors will increase by one from one quarter to the
next. If we are in the second quarter of calendar year
T and want to forecast YT+1 this method degenerates
to method C since only the first survey is available.
However, when we arrive at the third quarter of the
calendar year T realized investments are forecasted by
regressing on both Y1 and Y2. The last observation
point used is (Y- T-1, '1,T-1' YZT-1) • In the fourth quarter Y3
is also added as a regressor. In the first quarter of cal-
endar year T+1 we have four right hand side variables
Yl, Y2, Y3 and Y4. Since ; now has become available
the last complete observation point will be (Y- Y1 V
'2 ,T' Y3	
'
Y4 T) • During the rest of the years the info'r
a	
-
m tiori from the remaining surveys will be added as
soon as they become available. In the last quarter of
the calendar year T+1 we will use all the seven
surveys.
Formally we thus have the following regression
equations:




Yt	 j,t= rmi + Ern. • 	 + r8i3t , = 1,...,7; t = 1975,...,S.y.
Y. (3.13) v435 =
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(3.8)
Yt = mi + Eni JY.Lt + Si3t ; i = 1,...,7; t = 1975,...,S.
j=1
The symbols 8i t in (3.8) are error terms. In principle
we could also in this context allow the constant terms
to vary over time, but because of the low number of
degrees of freedom we have not followed this route. It
should also be mentioned that method C easily can be
obtained from method F by introducing the
appropriate exclusion restrictions in (3.8).
METHOD G: Ordinary least squares in ratios
(several regressors)
Forecasting method G may be viewed as an augmen-
tation of forecasting method D. In method D only one
regressor was utilized in forecasting final investments.
This variable was the one containing the most recent
estimate of final investment. In forecasting method G
the ratios from previous measurements are also
included as regressors. Thus we are now estimating
the following type of regressions by ordinary least
squares
where is an error term. Our aim is to forecast the
value of Y, utilizing the information in the already
available preliminary measurements. The implemen-
tation of our procedure can be shown through a
simple example. Assume we are in the third quarter of
1994. Two preliminary estimates of the final
investments of 1995 are then available. This implies
that we are looking at (3.11) when i=1,2. At the third
quarter of 1994 the latest available value of Y, is Y1993.
This was obtained in the first quarter of 1994. Thus
when estimating (3.11) we only use data up to 1993.
If we denote OLS estimates with an A , we may
calculate preliminary estimates of final investments
corrected for systematic measurement errors. In our
example this is given by:
; i = 1,2; t = 75,...,95 .
The top script 93 means that 1993 is the last year
which is utilized in the OLS-regressions. Let the two
latest received transformed observations be collected
in a vector (which is written with an underscore):
(3.12) Ycn
Y — 693i3t	 o,i
A93
'1,i
In equation (3.9) the symbols mii and mi j are coeffici-
ents to be estimated and IA is an error term. Final
investments can now be forecasted by using the
following type of predictors
Analogous to the corrected variables defined by (3.12)
we can also obtain the transformed residuals given by:





Yit rm	 ; =1 , .. .7.Y_1 Let us furthermore define the following data matrix of
transformed residuals:
Again a bar denotes an OLS-estimate. Let us again
assume that we want to predict Yr When	 data up
to period T-2 is utilized, whereas data up to T-1 is
utilized when izt.
: 93 93





METHOD H: Combining "corrected"
preliminary estimates using a diagonal
weightmatrix
Method H is a simple method for combining
preliminary estimates for the purpose of forecasting.
In this case we employ a reverse regression (relative to
method C) in which we have final investment on the
right hand side of the equation. Thus we are looking at
the following regressions:
(3.11)
Yi,t = 003i + OuYt + i,t =	 t = 1975,...,S,
4691. 393 4c 3,393
From (3.16) we may now calculate the matrix of the
second order moments:
(3.16) tIlc293 = (1 /17)(c293)'(4c293).
We also need a further matrix which we label Tc2D93.
This has diagonal elements common with Wc293, but
all the off-diagonal elements are zero. The value of Y95
can now be predicted using a minimum distance
approach and a diagonal weightmatrix. The following
12
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quadratic form is minimized with regard to gs,, (where
t2 is a 2 x 1-vector of ones):
(3.17) (Yc22 — 121195)' (Wc2D93 )-1(Yc22 — t2 95
The first order condition for minimization of (3.17)
gives the following solution value for ii95 which again
is taken as a forecast of Y95:
(3.18)
9512 = 1195 = (12 (WC2D93 )-114-112' (Tc2D93)-1Yc29593
The general problem, i.e. when one combine more
than two preliminary measurements is not substan-
tially different compared to the problem outlined
above. When one has four or more preliminary esti-
mates the coefficients and the transformed variables
will be based on one more observation. Since the
weighting matrix is diagonal it can be shown that the
predictor is a linear combination of the corrected
preliminary estimates in the weights are in the interval
[0,1].
METHOD I: Combining corrected preliminary
estimates using a full weightirnatrix
This method works as method H, but with one
exception. Instead of using the weighting matrix Tc2D
as in (3.17) and (3.18), one uses the full covariance
matrix of the residuals as given by (3.16). In this case
the predictor is again a linear combination of
preliminary estimates, but in this case one may have
weights that are negative or exceed unity.
METHOD J: State space model pooling
information from preliminary measurement
of final investments with information from an
ARINIA(3,1,0) for final investments
In this section we will describe a forecasting model
where we pool information from the preliminary
estimates of investments together with information
from an ARIMA-model for final investments. A build-
ing block in this model is the equations which are
already given in connection with the presentation of
method C. Several ARIMA-models for final invest-
ments were investigated and at the end an ARI(3,1)
model was chosen. The two above mentioned infor-
mation sources are pooled within a state space frame-
work. Our state space model is inspired by among
others Patterson (1994) which however works with a
different situation since he is modelling a revision
process for national accounts data. In addition we can
also refer to Harvey et al. (1983) and the pages 337-
341 in Harvey (1989). Our measurement equations for
the state space form can be written as:
(3.19) X, = V, a, + u,
In (3.19) the footscript has been used in order to
emphasize that the observation vector X. is defined
such as it has quarterly observations. As a convention
we will always let T=1 mean the first quarter of a
calendar year. The observation vector X, is bivariate.
How the X, vector is defined can be shown by writing
up the the four values of the vector during a calendar
year. Assume for instance that T=1 correspond to the
first quarter of 1994. Then the first four values of X,
namely Xi, X2, ; and X, will be given by:
(3.20a) Xi - [Y93 Y4,94 ]' ,
(3.20b) X2 = [Y5,94 Y1,95 ]' ,
(3.20c) X3 [Y6,94,94 Y2,95 and
(3.20d) X4 = [Y7,94 Y3,95] ' .
The state vector a, is set up to contain 11-variables. It
is possible under method H to write the model using
fewer state variables, but it is convenient to view
method H as a simplification of method I which will be
commented on later. It seems natural to partion the
vector a, in two subvectors:
(3.21) at =
a2,
These two subvectors are again defined as:
(3.22a) oat, = [a2,  ocL,
and
(3.22b)
a2'„ = [ai,t a	 a7, ].
The state variables in (3.22a) are related to the
ARIMA-part of the model, whereas the state variables
in (3.22b) are related to the links between the prelimi-
nary measurements and final investments. The system
matrix V, has a periodic structure. The equation
(3.23a)-(3.23d) shows the specification of V, in the
first, second, third and fourth quarter of a calendar
year respectively:
(3.23a)	 =
[0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01
0 g4 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0_1'
(3.23b) V, =
[	 g5 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 01
gi 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 Oi
13
(3.23c) V = 
[go2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 second, third and fourth quarter of a calendar year
respectively:
g6
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
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(3.27a) R22 , = [0 0 0 f4 0 0
The measurement errors in two different time periods
are assumed to be independent and normally distri-
buted. Also the measurement errors within the same
period is assumed to be independent. However the
variances will not be constant, but will have a periodic
structure according to the quarter. The bivariate
measurement error vector in the first quarter of the
calendar year will have a singular covariance matrix
since the first element in the vector is measured
without noise.
The transition equations in our state space model can
be written as:
(3.24)	 = a +11,E v
Again both T, and R, have a periodic structure accord-
ing to the quarter of the calendar year. The vector
equation (3.24) can be partioned in the following way,
if we again focus on the two types of informations
being pooled:
(3.25)
(all ) (T11,, 04,7 )(al_	 R11 °4x7 Elt
a2	 07x4 I 7x7 Cat-1 	 07„1 E2T
In equation (3.25) T11, is a 4x4 matrix which in the
second, third and fourth quarter equals the identity
matrix, whereas it in the first quarter is given by the
following matrix:




The parameters Oi are from the ARIMA-model for final
investments. Further R11 is a 4x1 vector in which the
top element is 1, and all other elements are zero. To
state the periodic structure of the submatrix R22
which is of dimension 7x7, it is convenient to define
the following symbols: Let 0 denote a 7x1 zero-vector
and let ei be a 7x1 vector which has the property that
its i'th element equals one and all the others zero (i
runs from 1 to 7). With these symbols we are now
ready to give the periodic structure of R22, in the first,
(3.27b) R22,,, = [ei 0 0 0	 0 01,
(3.27c) R22,,, = [01 62- - - - -e 0 0 0 e o]
and
(3.27d) R22,, = [0 0 e3 0 0 0 e71.
The eight dimensional disturbance vector e is pard-
oned into a scalar 6 and a 7x 1 -vector cat. The distur-
bance vector E is assumed to be stochastic indepen-
dent and to have a diagonal covariance matrix. In
method J we assume that a2 is a constant and hence-
forth the covariance matrix of E will be singular, i.e.
all elements but the one in the upper left corner will
be zero. This corresponds to the situation in which the
preliminary estimates is linked to final investments
through a linear relation with constant parameters. It
should be emphasized that the state space model only
is used for prediction of components. Estimates of the
coefficients are obtained from the partial estimation of
different blocks.
METHOD K: State space model pooling infor-
mation from preliminary measurements with
information from an ARIMA(3,1,0) model for
final investments allowing for time varying
constant terms
The difference between this method and method J is
that none of the variances of et are restricted to zero a
priori. This method combines the elements of method
E with an ARI1VIA-model for final investments.
To show how to utilize the state space specification for
forecasting purposes we give an example. Assume that
the point of time is the first quarter of 1995 (i.e. T=1),
such that information dated later is still unavailable. In
the first quarter of 1995 we have just obtained Y94 and
we now estimate the ARI(3,1) model for this variable
using data from 1975 to 1994. Likewise we estimate
the linear relations between the seven preliminary
measurements over the same sample assuming that
the constant terms follow random walk processes. As a
result of this we obtain estimated values of f gi, a,d2
and a: for all i=1,...,7. We specify the following
estimate of the initial state vector ao= (-aolf,a02f)f as:
(3.28)	 = (.7\ 95 Y94 Y93 \'92)
(3.26) T11 , =
14
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and
(3.29)
= (71,94 72,94 73,94 4,94 f5,94 f6,94 77 ,94
Except for the first element in a we treat the entire
initial vector as non-stochastic. The symbol -i95
denotes the forecast from the ARI(3,1) model for Y95.
If we let Po denote the estimate of the covariance
matrix of the initial state vector, so will under our
assumptions all the elements of it but the first element
on the main diagonal be zero. At the upper left corner
of the matrix we insert the estimated variance of the
error term from the ARI(3,1) model. This ends the
specification of the initial conditions. In the system
matrices V1, V2, V, and V, we insert the estimated
values of	 mentioned above. Likewise the
estimates of the parameters Go',	 enter ECululf),
E (u.2u2'), ECti,u,') and E(u,u,'). In the system matrix
T11,1 we insert the estimates of the coefficients in the
systematic part of the ARI(3,1) model, i. e. the
parameters. The  last matrix to be specified is the one
which contains the variances of the disturbances in the
transition equations. The first element along the main
diagonal is the same elements as specified in the
covariance matrix of the initial state vector. Thereafter
follow the estimated values of y
We run the Kalman-filter (cf. for instance Harvey
(1989, p. 100 and thereafter)) and the forecast for
1996 in the first, second, third and fourth quarter of
1995 are obtained as the Kalman-filter estimates of the
first element of the state vectors al, a2, a, and a
respectively. When we reach at the first quarter of
1996, Y95 has been available. We now reestimate the
parameters entering the system-matrices, and we also
insert a new initial state vector which is in accordance
with these new estimates. We run the Kalman-filter for
four new quarters and the forecasts of Y96 in the first,
second, third and fourth quarter of 1996 are now
obtained as the Kalman-filter estimate of the second
element of the state vectors a„ g6, a., and g8.
Following a procedure like this we obtain 8 estimates
of investments for an arbitrary year and the last seven
of these are used when we are comparing the accuracy
of forecasts done by different methods.
METHOD L: VAR-models of order 2
We also give forecasts based on VAR-models. Because
of few observations we do not consider VAR-models
which exceeds 3 in dimension. Actually, we are con-
sidering four VAR-models where we select different
time series. Which VAR-model that is used depends on
the quarter of the calendar year. Three of the VAR-
models are of dimension three, whereas the fourth is
of dimension 2. The general VAR-model, in error-
correction form, is given as:
1-1
(3.30) AZt = +	 +	 FiAZt_i + Et .
i=1
In (3.30) the symbol A denotes the difference opera-
tor. The data vector Zt is of dimension p. The para-
meter matrices H, F„ ..., I'm are all of dimension p x p.
The symbol a denotes a vector of constant terms of
dimension p x 1. Finally ; is supposed to be a p-
dimensional innovation vector which follows the
following distribution:
(3.31) Et = NIID(Op ,f/pxp ).
In this section we assume that the VAR-models are of
order 2, i.e. 1=2. In the VAR-model used in the second
quarter of the calendar year we are setting Zt= 1,t+1,
Y5,0 Yt-1)f• In the second quarter we have just obtained
the first measure of investment for year t+1, the fifth
measure for investment in the current year, which is t.
From the first quarter of the same year one has the
final observed value for investment in year t-1. We
estimate the VAR-model under the condition that the
matrix FI is of reduced rank, namely that it has rank 2.
This corresponds to assume the existence of one
common trend, which seems natural in our context
since the variables virtually are measuring the same
phenomenon. Our objective is to forecast Yt and Yt±i.
This involves one period ahead and two period ahead
forecasting. When we arrive at the third quarter of a
calendar year t we switch to a VAR-model in which the
observation vector is given as Zt= (Y- 2,t+1, Y6,0 Yt-1)f • The
comments with regard to estimation and forecasting
are as for the first VAR-model. When we reach the
fourth quarter of year t we utilize our third trivariate
VAR-model. The observation vector is now given as
Zt= (Y3,t+1, Y7,t, Yt-Y- Again with regard to estimation
and forecasting we refer to the comments given for the
model used in the second quarter. The bivariate VAR-
model is used when we are in the first quarter of the
calendar year. We have then just obtained the final
value for investment in the preceeding year together
with the fourth estimate of investments for the
investment in the current year. Thus if we stick to the
earlier convention and define t as the current year we
now get the following bivariate observation vector
it= 	Yt_y. For this model we concentrate on the
one step-ahead prediction, since we yet have no
indicators of the final investments for period t+1.
Both for estimation and forecasting we are applying
the computer programme PcFIML 8.1 (cf Doomik and
Hendry (1994)). The reduced rank VAR-models are
estimated by utilizing the Johansen method (cf
Johansen(1995)).
There is an interesting connection between method L
and method C. When the long-run matrix H has
reduced rank equal to p-1, we may write ri as the
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product of two matrices a and [3' which are of
dimensions pxp-1 and p-lxp respectively. Thus we
may now write:
1-1
(3.32) AZt =	 a'_1 /riAzt_i +Et-_
It is well known that a and p are not uniquely
identfied such that some (arbitrary) normalization rule
must be imposed. A convenient normalization for us is




This gives, if we for instance look at the VAR-model
used in the 2. quarter the following stationary
combinations:
(3.34a) Y + B Y-t-2	 r-11 -1,t
and
(3.34b) Y _2 +1322Y5,t-l•
Since different lags in the levels are of no importance
in the long run, we reach at the type of equations used
for method C by equalizing the terms in (3.34a) and
(3.34b) to zero after having subtracted the expectation
of the stationary combinations, which are given by
formula (4.9) in Johansen (1991) . Thus method C
can be interpreted as only using the long-run
information contained in the method L.
METHOD M: VAR-models of order 1
This model is a simplification of the one presented for
method L above. The difference is that the matrix
Ti a priori is set to zero in all the four VAR-models that
is used within a year. The main reason for looking at
this model is that it requires fewer parameters to be
estimated. This seems important given the relative
small number of observations.
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4. A comparison of forecasts made by
different methods
In order to compare forecasts using different methods
we utilize two measures of predictive accuracy which
are similar to RMSE (Root Mean Square Error) and
MAPE (Mean Square Prediction Error) but which are
defined on relative deviations. These two measures we
refer to as RMSPE (Root Mean Square Percentage
Error) and MAPPE (Mean Average Percentage
Prediction Error) respectively. Let -YtPii be the forecast
of Yt at stage j using method p. If we let t=1 indicate
the first year we forecast final investments and t=T
the last one, RMSPE and MAPPE at stage j using
forecasting method p is defined as
T P — y




(4.2) MAPPEPi = 100—I
t=i
Note that all forecasts are based only on information
which is available at the time of forecasting. Besides
the measures defined in (4.1) and (4.2) we also define
the pooled measures of predicitive accuracy which
takes into account forecasts at all seven stages. These
pooled measures are given in equations (4.3) and
(4.4) below
(4.3) RMSPEI.;17 = 100







(4.4) MAPPE7 = 100 --
7T t=1 j=1
In our empirical investigation t=1 represents 1991
and T=5 represents 1995. Table 1 contains a survey
of the forecasting methods employed in this analysis
and desribed in section 2. In table 2 the main focus is
on the forecasts made in the year before the invest-
ment year. The six first columns with figures are
connected to the forecasts done at the first three
stages and the calculations have been carried through
according to (4.1) and (4.2) for j=1, 2 and 3. The last
two columns contain the pooled measures of predici-
tive accuracy. To calculate the figures occuring there
we have applied the formulas given in formulas (4.3)
and (4.4). In table 2 the different forecasting methods
have been ranked according to their predicitive
accuracy. The model with the lowest value of RMSPE
or MAPPE at a stage has been given the highest rank,
i.e. 1.
The ranking of the different methods does not seem to
depend much on the choice of forecasting comparison
criteria. At the first two stages all forecasting methods
improve upon the pure forecasts from the investment
surveys which is contained in method A, whereas at
the third stage the forecasts based on method A is only
outperformed by two of the methods according to the
RMSPE measure and by three methods according to
the MAPPE measure. For the forecasts made at the two
first stages we find that methods D and G give the best
predictions since they have the lowest value of RMSPE
and MAPPE. Method D and G, which coincides at the
first stage, has an RMSPE which is only half of the
RMSPE associated with method A. The third best
method at the first stage is M, which is based on using
VAR-models of order 1. Method D and G which
coincides at the first stage are ranked four.
Method E, which is based on linear relations in levels
with allowance for time-varying constant terms, is the
best method at the third stage according to both
measures. The only other method which outperforms
method A according to the the RMSPE criterion is
method M, which is based on using four VAR-models
of order 1. According to the MAPPE criterion method
B, the socalled «English method» is also better than
method A. Method C, which is the forecasting method
')‘LTP — Yj	 t
Yt
, j = 1,...,7.  
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based on linear regression (in levels), has the lowest
RMSPE and MAPPE when pooling forecasts at all
stages. A general feature of table 2 is that the simpler
models seem to perform rather well compared to the
more complicated ones. The method in which one pool
an ARIMA-model for final investments with the
information contained in the preliminary estimates for
final investments and besides allowing for time-
varying constant terms, i.e. method K, have a low rank
at all the stages. The forecasting performance im-
proves somewhat when one goes from method K to
method J, i.e. when one imposes the constant para-
meter restrictions. At the first stage method J is ranked
fourth according to MAPPE. 1. At the first three stages,
method M has a rank about three. The method is also
ranked three according to the pooled measures of
predicitive accuracy. Methods H and I performs rather
poor and are never ranked higher than 7th and 5th,
respectively, in table 2.
For the forecasts made in the investment year itself we
have not been able to improve upon the pure forecasts
from method A. Methods D and G which performed
rather well for forecasts made in the year before the
investment year, are not so good within the invest-
ment year. Closest to method A in predicitive accuracy
are method C and the two methods based on VAR-
modelling, i. e. method L and M.
Table 1. A survey of the different forecasting methods
Method
A 	 Direct use of the investment survey.
B 	 The «English method».
C 	 Ordinary regressions using levels. Only the variable for
the most recent measurement is utilized as regressor.
D Ordinary regression using relative ratios. Only the variable
for the most recent measurement is utilized as regressor.
E	 Linear model in levels with a timevarying constant term.
Only the variable for the most recent measurement is
utilized as a regressor.
F 	 Ordinary regressions using levels. Both the variable for
the most recent measurement and the variable
corresponding to earlier obtained measurement are
utilized as regressors.
G Ordinary regressions using relative ratios. Both the
variable corresponding to the most recent measurement
and the variables corresponding to earlier obtained
measurements are utilized as regressors.
H Combination of «corrected» preliminary estimates using
a diagonal weight matrix. The weights are based on
regression.
I 	 Combination of «corrected» preliminary estimates using
a full weight matrix. The weights are based on
regression.
J 	 State space model pooling information from preliminary
measurements of final investments with information from
an ARIMA(3,1,0) model for final investments.
K As method J, but with some allowance for time-varying
parameters.
L 	 Forecasts from different VAR-models of order 2.
M 	 Forecasts from different VAR-models of order 1.
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Table 2. Predictive accuracy of different forecasting methods according to RMSPE1 and MAPPE'. Ranks in parentheses
Point of time for forecast
Forecast
method2
2. quarter in year t-1 	 3. quarter in year t-1 4. quarter in year t-1 	 All (7) stages
RMSE 	 MAPPE 	 RMSE 	 MAPPE 	 RMSE 	 MAPPE 	 RMSE 	 MAPPE
A
	
27.716 	 25.460 	 24.347 	 22.139 	 10.039 	 8.169 	 15.090 	 10.431
(13) 	 (13) 	 (13) 	 (12) 	 (3) 	 (4) 	 (12) 	 (7)
B
	
23.058 	 21.065 	 17.199 	 14.983 	 10.387 	 7.985 	 13.597 	 10.178
(10) 	 (10) 	 (4) 	 (3) 	 (5) 	 (2) 	 (6) 	 (6)
C
	
20.302 	 19.033 	 17.249 	 16.761 	 10.700 	 8.191 	 12.178 	 9.170
(4) 	 (5) 	 (5) 	 (6) 	 (7) 	 (5) 	 (4) 	 (4)
D
	
13.085 	 11.411 	 11.496 	 10.104 	 10.261 	 9.262 	 10.848 	 8.751
(1) 	 (1) 	 (1) 	 (1) 	 (4) 	 (7) 	 (2) 	 (1)
E
	
25.277 	 25.037 	 19.881 	 19.396 	 9.212 	 6.597 	 14.188 	 10.956
	
(12)	 (12) 	 (10)	 (10) 	 (1) 	 (1) 	 (9) 	 (10)
	
20.302 	 19.033 	 19.724 	 18.833 	 14.681 	 12.600 	 13.762 	 10.834
(4) 	 (5) 	 (9) 	 (9) 	 (9) 	 (9) 	 (8) 	 (9)
	
13.085 	 11.411 	 12.364 	 10.921 	 10.530 	 9.782 	 10.571 	 8.980
(1) 	 (1) 	 (2) 	 (2) 	 (6) 	 (8) 	 (1) 	 (2)
H
	
21.139 	 19.630 	 17.810 	 16.857 	 19.262 	 16.877 	 14.906 	 11.989
(8) 	 (8) 	 (7) 	 (7) 	 (13) 	 (13) 	 (11) 	 (12)
	
21.139 	 19.630 	 20.591 	 19.449 	 15.512 	 12.831 	 14.360 	 11.225
(8) 	 (8) 	 (11) 	 (11) 	 (10) 	 (10) 	 (10) 	 (11)
J
	
20.908 	 18.880 	 19.426 	 18.312 	 15.779 	 14.645 	 13.739 	 10.791
(7) 	 (4) 	 (8) 	 (8) 	 (11) 	 (11) 	 (7) 	 (8)
K
	
24.592 	 23.986 	 23.166 	 22.738 	 17.111 	 16.709 	 15.708 	 12.766
	
(11) 	 (11) 	 (12) 	 (13) 	 (12) 	 (12) 	 (13) 	 (13)
	
20.488 	 19.239 	 17.587 	 16.571 	 11.546 	 8.358 	 12.282 	 9.433
(6) 	 (7) 	 (6) 	 (5) 	 (9) 	 (6) 	 (5) 	 (5)
	
19.438 	 18.020 	 16.261 	 15.861 	 9.526 	 8.018 	 11.690 	 8.989
(3) 	 (3) 	 (3) 	 (4) 	 (2) 	 (3) 	 (3) 	 (3)
For a definition of these measures of predicitive accuracy cf equations (4.1)-(4.4).
2Table 1 gives a survey of these methods.
3 At the first stage, i.e. at the second quarter of year t-1, method F degenerates to C, G to D and I to H.
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5. Conclusions and further possibilities
At the first two stages, i. e. for forecasts made at the
second and third quarter in the year preceding the
investment year, a simple linear regression (one
explanatory variable) model using relative ratios was
found to perform best in the sense of giving the lowest
value for RMSPE and MAPPE. For the forecasts made
at the fourth quarter in the year before the investment
year a simple linear model in levels (one regressor)
which allowed the constant term to follow a random
walk process was found to be preferable. For forecasts
made in the investment years itself we were unable to
outperform the pure forecasts produced by the
surveys. A general conclusion seems to be that simple
methods are doing rather well compared to more
complicated methods. An natural interpretation of this
is that the methods which requires many unknown
parameters to be estimated are to complicated given
the relative scarcity of data.
An important issue, which deliberately has been
neglected in this report, is the question of forecast
uncertainty. Other things equal a forecast method with
a low variance of the forecast error is preferable. In
order to look deeper into this a more explicit treat-
ment of the distribution of the error terms are neces-
sary. Likewise the order of integration of the variables
is crucial. If the involved time series follow nonstatio-
nary processes, which for instance is the explicit
position taken when using method L and M, the vari-
ance of the forecast error will grow fast with the
number of forecast steps. When calculating the vari-
ance of the forecast errors it is possible to take both a
partial view, concentrating solely on the contribution
from the noise, or one may take a broader approach in
which coefficient uncertainty also is taken into
account.
It may be valueable to consider time series techniques
which can combine data of different periodicities. In
this report we have only considered data which cover
a whole calendar year. This is the case both for
realized investments and for the preliminary estimates
of investment. The firms always report information
about investment already undertaken in the calendar
year, an estimate of investment for the remaining of
the year and an estimate of investment for the next
whole calendar year. It is well known that information
from data given at different frequencies can be
combined within a state space framework. For a recent
contribution see Shen (1996).
This paper applies data in nominal terms. If one for
instance want to utilize survey information in a large
scale macroeconometric model with structural real
investment equations a transformation of the survey
data to fixed prices seems necessary. However such an
analysis has been beyond the scope of this paper.
The fact that we are only using data from the invest-
ment survey does not mean that we assert that extra-
neous information is uninformative in view of fore-
casting investment, but rather that our modelling
exercises aim at finding a benchmark (sub)model
which may serve as a point of departure for further
analysis. Besides, an obvious advantage of all the
methods presented in this report is that it is rather
easy to update the forecasts when new information
becomes available. An analysis in real terms and with
an extended data set has been done by Hagelund
(1985).
In this paper we have only considered the aggregate
manufacturing sector. It is also possible to conduct
similiar analysis for different manufacturing sectors.
Moreover we have also only considered total invest-
ment whereas data is available for different types of
capital equipment. In the data section it was mention-
ed that the new Standard for Industrial Classification
implicates a structural break in the time series. This
feature will be much more significant using a disaggre-
gated approach.
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Appendix A
Preliminary estimates of investments
and realized investment in the manu-
facturing sector
Table 3. Preliminary estimates of investments and realized investments in the manufacturing sectors. Mill Norwegian kroner
Investment year 	 Yl 	 Y2 	 Y3 	 Y4 	 Y, 	 Y6 	 Y7	 Y
1975 	 3695 	 4611 	 6002 	 5841 	 5957 	 5809 	 5647 	 5463
1976 	 4376 	 5110 	 6130 	 6784 	 6394 	 6354 	 5904 	 5657
1977 	 4761 	 5456 	 6295 	 7281 	 7673 	 7671 	 7344 	 7373
1978 	 4310 	 5046 	 5992 	 6816 	 6930 	 6999 	 6816 	 6721
1979 	 4240 	 4472 	 5057 	 5840 	 5839 	 5877 	 5639 	 5478
1980 	 4914 	 5537 	 6705 	 7686 	 7421 	 7530 	 7388 	 6986
1981 	 5630 	 6136 	 6847 	 7711 	 7900 	 8248 	 8187 	 8406
1982 	 5043 	 5649 	 6505 	 7348 	 7174 	 7510 	 7503 	 7491
1983	 4422 	 4904 	 5330 	 6347 	 6350 	 6420 	 6311 	 6225
1984 	 4323 	 4415 	 5798 	 7017 	 7007 	 7216 	 7163 	 7423
1985 	 5858 	 6476 	 7544 	 9501 	 8943 	 9580 	 9468 	 9489
1986 	 9731 	 9903 	 11986 	 12750 	 12840 	 13083 	 13057 	 13421
1987 	 10769 	 11173 	 13351 	 13567 	 13771 	 14957 	 16032 	 16198
1988 	 8967 	 9553 	 12490 	 12982 	 13915 	 14823 	 14743 	 14483
1989 	 7330 	 8497 	 9297 	 10571 	 11193 	 11060 	 11095 	 10856
1990 	 6881 	 7606 	 9528 	 10676 	 10708 	 10665 	 10500 	 10349
1991 	 8481 	 8914 	 10580 	 10874 	 11709 	 11584 	 11056 	 10471
1992 	 8974 	 8925 	 9451 	 9232 	 10331 	 10130 	 9800 	 10607
1993 	 8203 	 8639 	 9890 	 10541 	 9623 	 9960 	 9991 	 9751
1994 	 6270 	 6566 	 8180 	 9270 	 9537 	 9778 	 9696 	 9649
1995 	 7949 	 8688 	 12026 	 13295 	 13475 	 13716 	 13843 	 13706
1996 	 8542 	 9373 	 12355 	 15196
Source: Statististics Norway (1996)
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